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Introduction

• Peter Fasol

• Euro campaign 1998-2002

• Communicating European
cooperation @ Foreign
Affairs 2003-2005

• Communication advisor

• Speechwriter to the
Minister of Finance

• Managing editor @ Foreign
Affairs
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Campaign background

Resuming:

• Mass media campaign
aiming at the general public

• Tv-spots

• Communicating towards
groups with specific
interests:

• Entrepreneurs

• Local authorities

• Schools
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‘The Euro will be of us all’

• Aiming for 100%

• ‘Reaching the last 10% is as difficult as the first 90%’

• Vulnerable groups

• The medium is the message

• Integral part of overall campaign

• Same messages, same information

• Within overall creative concept
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‘The Euro will be of us all’ (2)

How?

• Working together with
civil society
organizations

• They have the
expertise

• They know how to
reach them
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Identified vulnerable groups

• Elderly
 still using money, but either socially, mentally or physically challenged.

• Disabled
 Deaf, hard of hearing

 Visually handicapped

 Mentally handicapped

• Ethnic minorities
 and ethnic entrepreneurs

• Homeless
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Elderly

• Socially challenged
 Isolated

 Don’t read newspapers

 No bank account

 Have lots of cash money

• Physical problems
 Eyes, hearing

 Forgetful

• Mental difficulties
 Do not like changes in general

 Worried about their savings
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Elderly (2)

• Via intermediaries (institutions, family)

• Working group: pension funds, Ministry of Health, Elderly
associations, etc.

• Brochures in large print

• Speakers pool

• Video (‘Taxi’, a popular TV show at the time)

• Mailings to elderly homes

• ‘Below-the-line’ stuff, like playing cards, placemats (food delivery
services), crossword puzzles.

• 50+ Fair
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Handicapped

• Working group: Blind people’s association, Deaf people’s
association, Ministry of Health

• Opinion on Euro introduction not different of general
population

• Feeling unsure if they are well enough informed
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Handicapped (2)

• Visually handicapped
 Want practical information on how to recognize coins and banknotes

 Brochures in large print, Braille and on cassette

 Articles in magazines, mailings to intermediaries

 Distribution via specialized Libraries for the blind
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Handicapped (3)

• Deaf and hard of hearing
 Want practical information on how to recognize coins and banknotes

 Sign language is their first language of choice

 Commercial spot in sign language on national TV

 Videotape in sign language

 CD-ROM in sign language

 Distribution via deaf people’s association
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Handicapped (4)

• Mentally handicapped
 In institutions, but more and more are living independent

 Doing their own payments and shopping

 Brochures in easy language

 Article in targeted magazine

 Item in targeted TV show

 Distribution via a.o. association of handicapped people’s parents
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Ethnic minorities

• General ethnic public
 Brochures in Turkish, Arabic, Papiamento, Chinese, Spanish, French, English, Portuguese

 Distribution in shops, via promoteams in markets, TV-show, radio spot, advertisements

• Ethnic entrepreneurs
 Advertisements

 Radio spot

 Brochures in Turkish, Chinese, Arabic

 Distribution at festivals
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Homeless

• Living on the street or in
shelters

• Little or no access to media

• Informing via shelters, social
services, etc.

• ‘Homeless newspaper’
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Children

• Working group with Ministry of Education and Consumer’s
association

• Education material for primary schools and high schools

• Education material for economy classes

• CD-ROM for kids

• Magazines for vocational education, for secondary education

• Junior euro newspaper

• Euro pocket book

• Game for use in primary school classes

• Counting with euro’s
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Conclusion

• We were VERY complete, because:
 Every person uses money

 Targeting special groups underlined overall campaign message ‘The Euro will be of us all’

• Now and then
 The world of advertising has changed drastically

 Social media: now omnipresent, then almost absent

• But
 For special groups ‘offline’ distribution remains crucial
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DING FLOF BIPS

• Because it is the last spot of
only two that was saved on
youtube

• Because we thought (and
still think) is was funny…

• Because you need to be
creative if you want people to
remember something
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